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Abstract. We propose a new approach for producing precise constrained
slices of programs in a language such as C. We build upon a previous
approach for this problem, which is based on term-rewriting, which pri-
marily targets loop-free fragments and is fully precise in this setting. We
incorporate abstract interpretation into term-rewriting, using a given ar-
bitrary abstract lattice, resulting in a novel technique for slicing loops
whose precision is linked to the power of the given abstract lattice. We
address pointers in a first-class manner, including when they are used
within loops to traverse and update recursive data structures. Finally,
we illustrate the comparative precision of our slices over those of previous
approaches using representative examples.

1 Introduction

Program slicing was introduced by Weiser [16] as a program transformation tech-
nique, in order to extract a smaller program P ′ from a given program P wrt to
a given slicing criterion. In his setting the criterion is the value of a variable
x at a given program point l. The semantics of slicing, intuitively, is that over
all possible executions, P and P ′ result in identical value(s) for variable x at
point l. Subsequently, the notion of the slicing criterion has been generalized in
many ways, e.g., by allowing constraints [5] or conditions [2, 8] on the initial and
final states of the program’s executions. Slicing has found varied applications,
including debugging, software testing, software metrics, program comprehen-
sion, program parallelization, and state-space reduction for efficient verification;
numerous techniques have also been proposed for slicing, e.g., as surveyed by
Tip [15] and by Xu et al. [17].

The problem we address is precise, path-sensitive constrained slicing of loop-
ing programs in C-like languages, that may potentially access and manipulate
heap structures via pointers.

1.1 Motivating example

Consider the example program in Fig. 1(a). Say our criterion – shown within
the box after line 9 – is the value in the variable z at the end of the program.
(Let us ignore the two boxes above line 8 for now.) It can be seen that the conditional
statement “if (x < 50) y = y + 2” inside the loop need not be included in the slice.



1: while (x > n) {
2: if (x < 50)
3: y = y + 2;
4: if (x > 150)
5: y = y + 1;
6: x--;
7: }

(x = 100, y) , (x 6= 100, z)

8: if (x == 100)
9: z = y;

z

((≥100), x)

((≥100), y)

2: if (x < 50) •
3: y = y + 2;
4: if (x > 150) •
5: y = y + 1;
6: x--;

((=100), y)

Iteration 1

((≥100), x)

((≥100), y)

2: if (x < 50) •
3: y = y + 2;
4: if (x > 150) •
5: y = y + 1; •
6: x--;

((≥100), y)

Iteration 2
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Illustrative examples

This is because the value of x decreases monotonically within the loop; therefore, in
any execution in which control flows through the true branch of the above statement,
control will eventually not reach the statement “z = y” in line 9, which means that
the value written into y at line 3 will not affect the criterion.

In general, we express each slicing criterion as a pair of the form (g, v), where v
is a variable (or address, in general) whose value we are interested in, and g is the
condition (at the point where the criterion is expressed) under which we are interested
in this value. Upon back-propagating the given criterion at the end of the program in
Fig. 1(a), one would get the two criteria shown within boxes above line 8 in Fig. 1(a).
Note the importance of the guards on the criteria; if there were no guards, line 3 in
the loop would end up being pulled into the slice (unnecessarily) by the first of the
two criteria (the one for variable y), because all assignments to y would have to be
considered relevant.

Let us ignore the second criterion (the one for variable z), for now, and consider
only the criterion for variable y (i.e., ‘(x = 100, y’)). A naive (but precise) approach
to slicing the loop would be to repeat the following steps iteratively: Propagate the
criterion in hand back through the loop body, and identify the statements that impact
it. Then, collect the variables that are used in these impacting statements before being
defined in the loop body. For each such variable, create a new criterion for it, with
the criterion’s guard being the condition under which the variable is used. Then, slice
the loop body using these criteria (each time we slice the loop body using a criterion
we call it an iteration). Keep repeating this process until no new guarded criteria get
generated. Finally, the statements that are found to impact any of the criteria in any
of the iterations are taken together as the slice of the loop wrt the original criterion.
Note that in each iteration we need to analyze the complete loop body, and not the
parts of the loop body that were found relevant in preceding iterations. That is, the
approach “grows” the slice iteratively.

In the example, in the first iteration, for the criterion ‘(x = 100, y)’, none of
the assignments in the loop are found to be impacting it. Basically, this is because
both the statements that assign to y are controlled by conditions that would have to
evaluate to false in order for x to have the value 100 at the end of the iteration. The
two conditionals themselves, in lines 2 and 4, however impact the criterion, and are
included in the slice1. Now, the use of x in lines 2 and 4 cause the criterion ‘(x = 101,
x)’ to be generated (‘(x = 101)’ is the weakest pre-condition wrt the loop body of the

1 This is following the definition of a correct slice as proposed by Field et al. [5], on
whose approach we are based. As per their definition a condition is considered as



guard of the criterion that was processed in the current iteration). Also, since y was
not unconditionally assigned to by any impacting statement in this iteration (in fact,
it was not even conditionally assigned), we re-generate a criterion ‘(x = 101, y)’ for y.

We now process the above two criteria in the subsequent two iterations. The first
one of these criteria (the one involving variable x) causes line 6 to be pulled into the
slice, while the other criterion does not cause any new statement to be pulled into
the slice. The process then continues; we keep generating criteria for x and for y, with
guards ‘(x = 102)’, ‘(x = 103)’, etc., until we produce the criterion ‘(x = 150, y)’. Due to
this criterion, finally, line 5 in the program is found to be impacting and is pulled into
the slice. Now, continuing the process, we end up generating a never-ending sequence
of criteria, with guards ‘(x = 151)’, ‘(x = 152)’, etc. Note that Line 3 itself never gets
pulled into the slice. In fact, this naive approach is fully precise. The problem with it is
the impossibility of ensuring its termination, in general, while guaranteeing soundness
as well as full precision.

1.2 Our approach

The motivation behind our proposal is a need for a principled way to trade off on
the precision of slicing, while guaranteeing termination. The key idea underlying our
approach is to use abstract guards rather than concrete guards in slicing criteria. An
abstract guard l is an element of an abstract lattice that is provided as a parameter
to the approach. An abstract criterion is of the form (l, v), where v is an address; this
criterion basically expresses interest in the value in location v in the subset of concrete
stores that are abstractly represented by l (i.e., that belong to γ(l)) and that arise at
the point where the criterion is given.

Coming back to the example, say we are provided an abstract lattice that is meant
to track the value of variable x only (for simplicity), and contains the abstract elements
{⊥,=100,≤100,≥100, 6=100,>}. ‘=100’ indicates that the value of x is 100, ‘≤100’
indicates that the value of x is at most 100, and so on. The elements ≥ 100 and
≤ 100 dominate the element = 100; as usual, > dominates all elements, and every
element dominates ⊥. Now, considering the criterion ‘(x = 100, y)’ in Fig. 1(a). We
first “abstract out” its guard, thus obtaining the abstract criterion ‘((=100), y)’ (we
show abstract guards in bold in the figure). We then analyze the loop body for the
first time (see Fig. 1(b)). As before, only the conditionals in lines 2 and 4 are found
to impact the criterion, and are included in the slice (as indicated by the bullet signs).
Now, at the end of this iteration, rather than generate a criterion for x with the concrete
guard ‘(x = 101)’, we generate a criterion whose guard is an abstraction of this concrete
condition, namely, ‘(≥100)’. Similarly, because y was not unconditionally defined by an
impacting statement, we generate a criterion for y with the same abstract guard. These
two abstract criteria are shown at the top of Fig. 1(b). Say, we process the criterion
‘((≥100), y)’, in the next iteration, as shown in Fig. 1(c); line 5 is found impacting in
this iteration, and is pulled into the slice. The same two abstract criteria get generated
in this iteration as in the first iteration. (Processing the abstract criterion ‘((≥100),
x)’ that was generated in the first iteration produces back the same criterion; this
iteration is omitted from the figure.) Therefore, since a fix-point has been reached wrt
the abstract criteria that can be generated, we terminate the analysis. Note in the
example that Line 3 got excluded from the slice, as is desired.

impacting a criterion unless replacing it with a non-deterministic condition makes
no difference to the criterion.



Once the loop has been sliced, we use all the criteria that were generated across all
the iterations to continue slicing the part of the program that precedes the loop.

Assuming a finite set of addresses that can be used in criteria, and assuming a
finite lattice of abstract guards, the total number of possible criteria is finite. Therefore,
reaching a fix-point is guaranteed. If the lattice is of finite height (as opposed to being
finite), we can still ensure that a fix-point is reached by always broadening the guard of
any newly generated criterion by joining it with the guard(s) of other criteria generated
so far for the same address.

1.3 Novelty and contributions

From the point of view of the previous literature in constrained slicing of programs in
C-like languages, our approach is novel and more powerful in several ways. (1) We are
the first to allow an arbitrary abstract lattice to be plugged in, and for the elements
of this abstract lattice to be used as guards of criteria, in order to perform slicing of
looping programs. The precision of our approach is linked to the power of the abstract
lattice chosen. (2) To our knowledge ours is the first slicing approach to specifically
address heap-manipulating programs, and to produce slices with non-trivial precision
on typical programs that access and manipulate heap structures. Two key ingredients
that enable this are: (a) A novel notion, in the context of the slicing literature, of a
symbolic address, that we call a compressed access path; e.g., x.next.∗. A compressed
access path can be used in the place of an address in a criterion, and in general,
represents an infinite family of concrete access paths; e.g., x.next, x.next.next, etc.
(b) Plugging in an abstract domain such as shape analysis [13] in our analysis in order
to identify statements that impact a criterion with high precision.

The underlying part of our approach that identifies the statements in a fragment
that are relevant to a criterion (e.g., during an iteration in our analysis while slicing
a loop) is built upon the term-rewriting approach of Field et al. [5]. Their approach
performs fully precise slicing of loop-free fragments, including in the presence of point-
ers, via term rewriting. A fundamental contribution of our paper is to introduce a new
rewrite rule to go along with PIM’s rewrite rules, that is effective in situations wherein
the term to be rewritten contains a loop inside it (e.g., when a loop body contains a
nested loop). The base PIM rules in this scenario can essentially only perform term
simplifications whose safety can be established by (limited) unrolling of the loop. The
key idea underlying our rule, on the other hand, is to use abstract interpretation [4] to
perform fix-point reasoning about loops inside terms, and to use this reasoning to per-
form (semantics-preserving) simplifications that the base rules might not be able to do.
Our abstract-interpretation based rewrite rule can be interleaved freely and used along
with the base PIM rewrite rules during the term-rewriting sequence. We hypothesize
that our generalization of term rewriting will find other applications, too, in precise
analysis and transformation of imperative programs.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the term rewrit-
ing approach (PIM) of Field et al., upon which our approach is based. Section 3 spells
out our approach in detail; in this section we consider loops and pointers, but assume
that there are no heap-allocated objects. Section 4 gives an informal overview of how
we address programs that manipulate heap objects; finally, Section 5 discusses related
work.

Due to space constraints we include several related discussions in an associated
technical report [11]: (1) An outline of an argument regarding the correctness of our



approach. (2) The details of how we employ compressed access paths to slice heap-
accessing programs. (3) Two new examples, one being a program that manipulates
two linked data structures using a loop, and another being a “batch” program that
reads a record from a file in each iteration of a loop and processes different kinds of
records differently. We provide interesting slicing criteria for both these programs, and
illustrate our approach. We believe ours is the first proposed slicing approach to be
demonstrated to produce non-trivial slices in these kinds of challenging scenarios. (5)
Expanded discussions corresponding to various sections in this paper.

2 Background on term-rewriting

In this section we give an informal overview of the term-rewriting system for C programs
proposed by Field et al., called PIM. We also discuss how Field et al. apply the system
to the slicing problem. For full details and a complete discussion on PIM we refer the
reader to their paper. This relevance of our overview is in that our approach, which
is described subsequently in Section 3, builds upon PIM in a closely-coupled manner,
inheriting all of PIM’s features and then adding extra features.

2.1 PIM intermediate representation

PIM has two components, a graph or term representation for programs, which we intro-
duce first, and an equational logic on these graphs, which we introduce in Section 2.2.
PIM graphs are directed acyclic graphs, which can also be interpreted as terms after
“flattening”. Terms (or subterms) are of two basic types: store structures and merge
structures. A store cell is the simplest form of store structure, representing a single
assignment statement; it associates an address expression (the lhs) with a merge struc-
ture (the rhs). For example, if x is a program variable, the store cell {a(x) 7→ [1]} maps
a(x), which represents the (constant) address of variable x, to the constant value 1.
In general, an address expression is an expression that evaluates to an address. ‘ ∅s’
represents the empty store (i.e., no addresses are mapped to values). The ‘◦s’ opera-
tor can be used to sequentially compose store structures. Sequential composition has
the usual semantics; i.e., if stores s1 and s2 both map an address a to something, the
mapping provided by s2 takes precedence in the composed store s1 ◦s s2.

A merge structure is a recursive structure, and is basically a sequence of one or
more inner merge structures or expressions, each guarded by a boolean expression. The
simplest kind of merge structure is a merge cell, of the form m ≡ [g � e], where g is
the guard (a boolean expression) and e is an (arithmetic or boolean) expression. m
evaluates to e if g is true, else it evaluates to the null value ∅m. The operator ‘!’ is
used to “select” a constituent merge structure or expression from a composite merge
structure. Basically, the term ((g1 �m1) ◦m (g2 �m2) ◦m . . . ◦m (gn �mn))! evaluates
to mk iff gk evaluates to true and the guards gk+1, gk+2, . . . , gn all evaluate to false.
Thus, merge structures resemble Lisp cond expressions. Where there is no ambiguity
we omit the subscripts m and s from the symbols ‘∅’ and ‘◦’. Also, where the guard g
of a merge cell is true, we omit the guard (thus, the expression e is “coerced” into a
merge cell).

Expressions in PIM make use of the usual arithmetic and boolean operators. A
leaf in an expression may be a constant (including a constant address), or an address
lookup, which is the lookup of the value in a memory location in a store. Address



lookups take the syntactic form ‘!(s@ a)’, where s is a store structure and a is an
address expression. (As we will see later, just ‘s@ a’ evaluates to a composite merge
structure, which encodes the possible values that reside in location a under different
conditions.)

◦

2 : b = e3; c = e4;
3 : x = e5; ptr = &t;
4 : if(x < 50)

6 : if(x > 150)

8 : x = x− 1;
9 : if(x > 120)

1 : z = e1; t = e2;

5 : ptr = &b;

10 : z = ∗ptr;

7 : ptr = &c;

P
(a)

e1

◦ ((e5 − 1) > 120) � e2

◦

!

(c)

(e5 > 150) � e4

{a(t) 7→ [e2]}S1 ◦

S2◦

S3
{a(ptr) 7→ [ ((S2 @ a(x))! < 50)

S4 {a(ptr) 7→ [ ((S3 @ a(x))! > 150)
� a(c)]}

◦

◦

(•@ a(z))!
(b)

S5

◦
� (S5 @ (S5 @ a(ptr))!)!]}

{a(z) 7→ [ ((S5 @ a(x))! > 120)SP

(B1)

(B2)

{a(z) 7→ [e1]}

� a(b)]}

(B3)
{a(x) 7→ [(S4 @ a(x)!− 1)]}

{a(ptr) 7→ [a(t)] }

z

Fig. 2. Illustration of the PIM representation

For illustration, we refer to the example program P in Fig. 2(a), and its graph
representation SP in Fig. 2(b). Ignore, for now, the address-lookup at the root of the
term in Fig. 2(b), as well as the term in Fig. 2(c). Children of a node are depicted above
or to the right of the node, to emphasize the correspondence between source-code
constructs and their corresponding PIM subgraphs. Store cells (i.e., statements) are
enclosed in curly braces; the composite stores are labeled S1, S2, etc., for convenience
of notation, so that they can be referred to wherever required. Merge structures within
store structures are enclosed within square brackets. We use e1, e2, etc., as placeholders
in the notation, representing merge structures whose actual contents are not relevant
for the purpose of this discussion. Note that (a) “if” conditions are flattened, by making
each statement inside the conditional become an (unconditional) assignment whose rhs
is a merge structure that is guarded by the “if”s condition, and (b) a variable reference
in any statement in the program gets translated into a address-lookup on the store-
structure that represents the portion of the program that precedes the statement. The
Field et al. paper discusses a simple syntax-directed scheme for translating any program
into its graph representation.

PIM also includes the notion of meta variables, that represent input parameters to
the program. We ignore this construct in our discussion for the sake of brevity.

2.2 Rewriting in PIM

In addition to the graph representation of statements and programs, PIM contains an
equational logic on these graphs. The logic consists of two subsystems: (a) an “oper-
ational” subsystem of directed rewrite rules, which completely define the operational
semantics of the language and can be used to “execute” graphs, and (b) an additional
set of non-oriented equational rules for reasoning about operational equivalences of
graphs. We begin by introducing two of the key PIM rewrite rules. Rule S42 converts
an address lookup on a composite store structure into a composite merge structure:

2 We use the same rule names as in the Field et al. paper.



1 : B3 � (S5 @ a(ptr))!

2 : B3 � (((a(ptr)=a(z)) � e1) ◦ ((a(ptr)=a(t)) � e2) ◦ . . . ◦ ((a(ptr)=a(x)) � ((S4 @ a(x))!− 1)))!

3 : B3 � (a(t) ◦ (B1 � a(b)) ◦ (B2 � a(c)))!

4 : ((B3 � a(t)) ◦ ((B3 ∧ B1) � a(b)) ◦ ((B3 ∧ B2) � a(c)))!

5 : ((B3 � a(t)) ◦ ((B3 ∧ B2) � a(c)))!

Fig. 3. Illustration of rewriting, based on the example in Fig. 2(b)

S4: (s1 ◦s s2) @ a −→ (s1 @ a) ◦m (s2 @ a)
Rule S1 says that the value written into a location a2 by the merge cell ‘{a1 7→ m}’

is m if (a1 = a2) simplifies to true (i.e., a1 and a2 are the same address), else is the
null value:

S1: {a1 7→ m}@ a2 −→ (a1 = a2) �m
To illustrate these rewrite rules we consider the subterm ‘(S5 @ a(ptr))!’ in Fig. 2(b)

(corresponding to line 10 in the source code); this sub-term, along with its guard B3,
is shown in line 1 in Fig. 3 (B1, B2, and B3 are labels that are used for notational
convenience only). The subsequent lines in Fig. 3 illustrate a sequence of rewrite steps
that the subterm undergoes, one step per line. Line 2 results from an application of
Rules S4 and S1. Intuitively, since the store S5 is a composition of several store cells,
the value in address a(ptr) as per this store structure is the merge structure in the rhs
of the last store cell that is a constituent of S5 and whose lhs is a(ptr). The term in
line 3 results from an application of the following four rules:

L1: (∅ ◦ l) −→ l, L2: (l ◦ ∅) −→ l
L5: (true � l) −→ l, L6: (false � l) −→ ∅
As a result of these rules, the merge structures that take part in the composition

in line 2 whose guards are false have gotten eliminated. Intuitively, the term in line 3
indicates that the value in a(ptr) in store S5 is the address of c, which happens when
B2 is true, else is the address of b, when B1 is true, else is the address of t. We now
use the following PIM rewrite rules:

L7: p� (l1 ◦ l2) −→ (p� l1) ◦ (p� l2), L8: (p1 � (p2 � l)) −→ ((p1 ∧ p2) � l)
These rules yield the term in line 4 in Fig. 3. Now, the condition B1∧B3 reduces to

false, yielding the term in line 5. This step illustrates the fully precise nature of PIM
rewriting. Intuitively, the term in line 5 indicates that the value in a(ptr) in S5 under
the condition B3 is either the address of c or the address of t, but definitely not the
address of b.

For an illustration of how the PIM rewrite rules natively address pointer oper-
ations, consider the subterm ‘B3 � (S5 @ (S5 @ a(ptr))!)!’ in Fig. 2(b). Given that
‘(S5 @ a(ptr))!’ evaluates to either the address of c or the address of t, upon sim-
plification of the subterm above the store-cell ‘a(b) 7→ e3’ gets eliminated. What this
means intuitively is that the value of ‘*ptr’ in line 10 in Fig. 2(a) may be equal to e2
or e4, but cannot be equal to e3.

2.3 Slicing via term rewriting

Field et al. encode the slicing criterion plus the program itself as an address lookup
on the store-structure that represents the program. For instance, for the program P



in Fig. 2(a), and for a slicing criterion (true, z), the combined encoding would be the
term ‘(SP @ a(z))!’, where SP is the store-structure corresponding to the program P .
This term is the one shown in Fig. 2(b). For the same program, if the slicing criterion
were to be (x < n, z), then the combined encoding would be the term ‘((SP @ a(x))! <
(SP @ a(n))!) � (SP @ a(z))!.

Note that the combined encoding, e.g., the term shown in Fig. 2(b), is itself a
semantic slice of the program P wrt the given criterion. This term can be syntactically
simplified (while preserving its semantics) by rewriting it. Going back to the example,
Fig. 2(c) shows the fully simplified term, which is a normal form or minimal semantic
slice.

A syntactic slice is one that’s a projection of the original program (i.e., certain
statements and conditionals are removed). In many applications of slicing, where the
slice is to be used to perform some analysis or transformation on the original program,
what is desired is a syntactic slice. Each term that is produced during rewriting, on the
other hand, is essentially a semantic slice. In order to map back semantic slices to the
original program to yield syntactic slices, Field et al. introduce the idea of dependence
tracking. Whenever a term t is rewritten into a term t′, the rewrite rule that was used
also indicates the dependences of the subterms in t′ on the subterms in t, in the form
of a binary relation. At any point in the rewriting process, the subterms of the initial
term (e.g., the one in Fig. 2(b)) on which the current term (e.g., the one in Fig. 2(c))
depends transitively constitute the syntactic slice of the program. In the example, the
subterm e1 in Fig. 2(c) transitively depends on the store-cell ‘a(z) 7→ [e1]’, as well on
the boolean expression B3 (this is intuitively the case because the final value of z is e1
only when B3 evaluates to false). The subterm e2 depends transitively on the store-cell
‘a(t) 7→ [e2]’, the store-cell ‘a(ptr) 7→ [a(t)]’, as well on the boolean expressions B1, B2,
and B3. The subterm e4 depends transitively on the store-cell ‘a(c) 7→ [e4]’, the store-
cell ‘a(ptr) 7→ [a(c)]’, as well on the boolean expressions B1, B2, and B3. Therefore,
the syntactic slice corresponding to the term in Fig. 2(c) consists of all parts of the
term in Fig. 2(b) except the store-cells ‘a(b) 7→ [e3]’ and ‘a(ptr) 7→ [a(b)]’.

Note that although dependence-tracking from any of the rewritten terms yields a
correct syntactic slice, the degree of precision of the slice depends on the degree to
which the term that represents the criterion is rewritten (i.e., simplified). If the term is
reduced to a normal form then the resultant syntactic slice is guaranteed to be minimal
(the Field et al. paper has more details on this.)

2.4 Loops in PIM

We now touch upon how PIM handles loops. A loop is represented in PIM by a term of
the form Loop(λxS .body(vE , uS), s). Informally, vE is the loop’s predicate (a boolean
expression), uS is a store structure representing the loop’s body, both being functions
of the store xS at the beginning of a loop iteration. The second argument s is the
incoming store (i.e., the store that precedes the loop). For e.g., if a program has two
statements s1, s2, followed by a loop whose predicate is vE and body is s3, followed by
a statement s4, its PIM graph would be s1 ◦ s2 ◦ Loop(λxS .body(vE , s3), (s1 ◦ s2)) ◦ s4.
The term Loop(λxS .body(vE , uS), s) itself denotes the store resulting from repeated
execution of the loop body until the predicate evaluates to false. This is captured by
a rewrite rule:

Loop(λxS .body(vE , uS), s) −→ (λxS . vE � (uS ◦Loop(λxS .body(vE , uS), xS ◦uS)))s



This rule basically expresses the semantics of a loop using unrolling. For instance,
a single application of this rule on the example loop-structure mentioned above, would
result in:

vE [(s1◦s2)/xS ] � (s3[(s1◦s2)/xS ]◦Loop(λxS .body(vE , s3), s1◦s2◦s3[(s1◦s2)/xS ]))

The simplest way in which PIM slices looping programs is using the above rewrite
rule (repeatedly). Field et al. call this technique pure dynamic slicing ; this approach
terminates only when the input- and/or output-side constraints imply a bound on
the number of iterations of the loop. Note that premature forced termination of the
rewriting process will result in the entire loop being included in the slice. Whenever
the approach terminates it computes a fully precise slice. PIM also includes other,
somewhat more sophisticated techniques to slice loops, which we will touch upon in
Section 3.4.

3 Our extensions to PIM

Our slicing framework is the same as that of PIM. That is, we encode the program
plus the slicing criterion as a PIM term, rewrite the term, and finally use the tracked
dependences to emit the syntactic slice. We inherit their term representation, as well
as all their rewrite rules. The new aspects of our approach over PIM are in the form
of (1) A new rewrite rule that simplifies guards (i.e., boolean expressions) to false
more aggressively (yet safely) than PIM’s rules, using abstract interpretation on terms.
(2) Letting merge structures (and hence, slicing criteria) use “abstract” guards (as
illustrated in Fig. 1, parts (b) and (c)), in conjunction with the “concrete” guards that
PIM allows. (3) A technique to slice loops by fix-point analysis of the loop body, using
abstract guards, as illustrated intuitively in Section 1.2. Note that we use the same
representation of loops as PIM, namely, the one discussed in Section 2.4. In the rest
of this section we first introduce some notation and terminology, and then discuss in
detail the three aspects mentioned above.

3.1 Notation and terminology

A scope is a store structure that represents either the entire program, or the body
of a loop in a program. Therefore, the scopes corresponding to a program form a
hierarchical tree structure due to nesting. Associated with each scope F is a store
variable xF , which represents the incoming store into F . When F is the full program
xF represents the initial memory configuration of the program. When F is a loop, xF
is nothing but the formal store parameter xS used in our representation of loops (see
Section 2.4). Different scopes never refer to shared store- or merge- structures, even
when the scopes are related by nesting. Therefore, rewriting within different scopes
can be seen as independent activities. However, rewriting within a scope can trigger
rewriting of contained as well as containing scopes, as will become clear in Section 3.4.

Let Abs denote the given abstract interpretation lattice; this is a finite or a finite-
height lattice, with associated transfer functions for each kind of statement and con-
ditional in the language. The precision of our approach depends on the power of this
lattice; however, in the worst case, if a meaningful lattice is not provided, the trivial
lattice {⊥,>} can be used. Associated with the incoming store variable xF of each
scope F is an abstract value lF ∈ Abs, which over-approximates the set of concrete
states that xF may take on. When F is the program then lF is the abstraction of the



1 : x = e (S1)

2 : if (x is odd)

4 : while(x < n)
5 : x = x + 2

6 : if(x is even)

3 : z = z + 1

7 : y = z + 2

x = x + 2;
while(x < n)
x = e;

v1 = (x1 is odd) &&

x2 = x;

x = e;
x1 = x;

from
(S1 @ x)!

from
(S2 @ x)!

(ii)(i)

y
(SP )

(S2)

(x2 is even);
if (v1)

no-op;

Procedure translExp(e)

Input: e, a PIM expression
Output: (val, cfg), where val is a fresh

variable name, and cfg is a CFG
that computes e and stores its
result in val

1: Let val be a fresh variable name
2: if e is a(v)
3: return (val, asgn(val, &v))
4: else if e = (s@ a)!
5: c1 = translStore(s)
6: (v,c2) = translExp(a)
7: return (val, (c1 ; c2 ; asgn(val, *(v)))
8: else if e is (e1 op e2)
9: (v1,c1) = translExp(e1)
10: (v2,c2) = translExp(e2)
11: return (val, (c1 ; c2 ; asgn(val, op(v1, v2))))
12: end if

(a) (b)

Procedure translStore(s)

Input: s, a store structure
Output: a CFG representing s
1: if s is xF
2: return {empty CFG}
3: else if s is a store cell {a 7→ m}
4: (v1,c1) = translExp(a)
5: (v2,c2) = translMerge(m)
6: return (c1 ; c2; asgn(*(v1),v2))
7: else if s is a loop
8: Construct a CFG c from s

using vE and uS

9: return c
10: else if s = s1 ◦ s2
11: cfg1 = translStore(s1)
12: cfg2 = translStore(s2)
13: return (cfg1 ; cfg2)
14: end if

Procedure translMerge(m)

Input: m, a merge structure
Output: (val, cfg), where val is a fresh

variable name, and cfg is a CFG
that computes m and stores its
result in val

1: Let val be a fresh variable name
2: if m is an expression
3: (v1,c1) = translExp(m)
4: return (val, (c1 ; asgn(val,v1)))
5: else if m = (g1 �m1) ◦ (g2 �m2)
6: (v1,c1) = translExp(g1)
7: (v2,c2) = translMerge(m1)
8: cfg1 = asgn(c1; c2 ; if(v1, asgn(val, v2)))
9: Similarly, create cfg2 from (g2 �m2)
10: return (val, (cfg1 ; cfg2))
11: end if

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. (a) Example for abstract analysis of conditionals. (b)-(d): Translating PIM
structures into CFGs.

incoming store into the program (this needs to be provided). When F is a loop body
we compute lF automatically using the fragment of the program that precedes the loop
(more on this in Section 3.4).

We use the term store to mean a store structure, and the term memory or state
to refer to a concrete snapshot of memory. We use the term “address lookup” to refer
to a PIM subterm of the form ‘s@ a’. We say “abstract state at a program point” to
mean the abstract value (from the domain Abs) at that program point due to abstract
interpretation.

3.2 Rewriting boolean expressions using abstract interpretation

Our first major extension on top of PIM is a new rule that can rewrite boolean
expressions to false in more cases than PIM’s native rules. Simplifying boolean expres-
sions to false is key to precise slicing; e.g., in the example in Fig. 1, determining that



the condition in line 2 had to be false for x to be equal to or greater than a hundred
after line 6 was what helped exclude line 3 from the slice. While PIM’s base rules suffice
in that example, they don’t suffice in the example in Fig. 4(a)(i). In this example, let
SP be the store structure corresponding to the entire program, and let S1 and S2 be
the store structures corresponding to the fragments of the program as shown. The term
corresponding to the program plus criterion is ‘(SP @ a(y))!’. During the rewriting of
this term, one of the terms obtained will contain the subterm:

((S2 @ a(x))! is even) �

((S1 @ a(z))! ◦ (((S1 @ a(x))! is odd) � ((S1 @ a(z))! + 1)))!

This subterm represents the value in z that is used to compute y. The guard in
the first line above indicates that the value of z is relevant only when the condition in
line 6 in the example program is true. The merge structure in the second line above
indicates the two possible values that may reside in z in line 7, namely, the value of z

in store S1, or this value plus one. It can be noted that the second of these two values
is infeasible; i.e., if ‘(S2 @ a(x))!’ is even then ‘(S1 @ a(x))!’ cannot be odd. Therefore,
line 3 in the program need not be in the slice at all. To detect this we would need to
determine during rewriting that the condition ‘((S2 @ a(x))! is even) ∧ ((S1 @ a(x))!
is odd)’ reduces to false. The PIM rules per se will not be able to do this, because the
value of x in S2 is computed in a loop.

Our key idea is to extend the power of the PIM rules that simplify guards by
making them reason about loops using abstract interpretation. In the example above,
we would basically like to abstractly interpret the term S2, using an “odd / even”
abstract lattice, to determine that ‘(S2 @ a(x))!’ is even iff ‘(S1 @ a(x))!’ is even (note
that S1 is a sub-fragment of S2).

Our new rewrite rule. Our approach is to introduce a new rewrite rule for guards
(i.e., boolean expressions), which uses results from abstract interpretation. At this
point we focus on abstract interpretation of terms from the base PIM term language;
we discuss in Section 3.3 how our approach needs to be extended in the presence of
the new operator that we introduce, i.e., “abstract” guards.

Abstract interpretation is traditionally defined over control-flow graphs (CFGs),
and not over PIM-like term structures. Therefore, given a PIM term p that is a boolean
expression Step 1 of our approach is to translate p (and all store- and merge-structures
that it refers to within the current scope F) to a (self-contained) CFG, on which ab-
stract interpretation can be performed subsequently. We do this translation in a syntax-
directed fashion, with each kind of PIM construct being translated by a corresponding
procedure. The pseudo-code for this is shown in Fig. 4(b)-(d). The pseudo-code is
mostly self-explanatory; therefore, we only touch upon some of its key elements below.
The procedure translExp, which can actually translate any PIM expression e (and not
just conditions), returns a pair, the first element being ‘val’, which is a (fresh) tempo-
rary variable name, and the second element being ‘cfg’, which is a CFG which evaluates
e and places the result in ‘val’. Note that during the translation of each expression or
merge structure we introduce a fresh temporary variable name to hold its value; this is
our strategy to translate these kinds of PIM terms, which basically transmit data (to
enclosing terms) without going through a store. Notice the “return” statement in line 7
in Fig. 4(b): the second component being returned is a CFG. We use ‘;’ as an infix
operator to sequentially compose CFGs; also, asgn(x,y) is a data-constructor which
basically constructs an assignment statement ‘x := y’. We use other data-constructors



for other constructs: ‘op(x,y)’ to generate the syntactic expression “x op y” (see line 11
in Fig. 4(b)), and ‘if(p, stmt)’, to generate the statement “if (p) stmt” (see line 8 in
Fig. 4(d)). For brevity we omit the (straightforward) details involved in translating a
PIM loop structure into a CFG loop, in lines 7-9 in Fig. 4(c).

The root procedure call that we make to translate the given boolean expression p
is ‘translExp(p)’. Let (val,cfg) be the return value from this call. The last statement
in ‘cfg’ is necessarily of the form ‘asgn(v, exp)’, where ‘v’ is a temporary variable and
‘exp’ is the translation of p. We finish the construction of the CFG by appending to
the end of ‘cfg’ the statement “if (v) no-op”.

Example: Fig. 4(a)(ii) shows the CFG (depicted, for convenience, as program text)
obtained by translating the condition ‘(((S2 @ a(x))! is even) ∧ ((S1 @ a(x))! is odd))’
mentioned earlier. Note that x1, x2, and v1 are the temporary variables that hold the
values of expressions ‘(S1 @ a(x))!’, ‘(S2 @ a(x))!’, and the entire condition, respectively.2

Step 2 is to perform abstract interpretation on the CFG constructed above, using
lF (which is the incoming abstract state into the current scope F) as the initial abstract
state. Step 3 is the actual rewrite step: If the computed abstract state at the true edge
of the “if” statement that was added to the end of the CFG is ⊥, then we rewrite the
boolean expression p to the value false; also, we let the newly introduced false value
be dependent on p (to enable p, but not the statements that it controls, to be included
in the syntactic slice).

Example: In the CFG in Fig. 4(a)(ii), say we use an abstract lattice 2D, where
each element of D, which we call an abstract valuation (shown within square brackets
below), maps each program variable to odd, even, or oddEven. Say the initial abstract
state to this scope is {[e 7→ odd ], [e 7→ even]} (all variables other than e are mapped
to oddEven in both abstract valuations). At the point before the final “if” condition
two abstract valuations arise – one in which both x1 and x2 are mapped to odd, and
another in which both are mapped to even. Therefore, the analysis can determine that
the abstract state at the true edge out of this condition is the empty set (i.e. ⊥).2

Note that our abstract-interpretation based rewrite rule proposed above and the
(base) rewrite rules of PIM for simplifying conditionals can be freely interleaved. In
fact, there exist natural example programs where (a) initially the PIM rules are not
able to reduce any of the conditions to false, (b) our technique is able to reduce some
of the conditions to false, (c) after the simplification done by our technique the PIM
rules are able to reduce other remaining conditions to false, and so on.

3.3 Abstract guards

As discussed in the context of the example in Fig. 1 in the introduction, we need the
notion of abstract guards (i.e., conditions) to ensure termination during slicing of loops.
Therefore, we add to the PIM term language a new boolean operator ‘|=’. The concrete
semantics of this operator is as follows: s |= l, where s is a store structure and l ∈ Abs,
is true if the state that s evaluates to is included in the concretization of l (denoted
γ(l)), which is the set of states represented by l. Note that this “abstract comparison”
operator ‘|=’ will not appear in the initial term obtained by translating a program;
it only gets introduced in terms during the rewriting of loops (as will be discussed
in Section 3.4). For an illustration of a use of this operator, consider Fig. 1(c); the
criterion at the end of that code fragment, namely, ‘((≥100), y)’, is actually encoded
as the merge structure ‘(s |= (≥100)) � (s@ a(y))!’, where s is the store structure
representing the loop’s body. We allow composite boolean expressions that make use
of the ‘|=’ operator in addition to other (base) PIM operators.



Note that the base PIM rewrite rules cannot reason about the abstract operator
‘|=’. Instead, the new rewrite rule that we had proposed earlier for simplifying boolean
expressions addresses this operator, as follows. For any store s that is used as an
operand of a ‘|=’ operator, we add a pseudo-statement at the last program point in
the CFG fragment generated from s, whose semantics is to save the abstract state
at that point (from domain Abs) into a pseudo-variable vs. Then, we translate any
condition ‘s |= l’ in the PIM term as the condition ‘vs |= l in the CFG. During abstract
interpretation this condition is interpreted as false if the concretizations of vs and l are
non-intersecting, and as a non-deterministic condition otherwise.

3.4 Slicing loops

We now discuss our final extension over PIM, which is a technique to slice a loop by
fix-point analysis of the loop body, using abstract guards, as illustrated intuitively in
Section 1.2. We use the same representation of loops as PIM (which was introduced
in Section 2.4). We introduce some additional notation, for convenience: If L is a loop
structure Loop(λxS .body(vE , uS), s), s(L) denotes the body uS of the loop, b(L) denotes
the predicate vE of the loop, and inStore(L) denotes s (which is the “incoming” store
into L). As discussed in Section 3.1, we use the notation xL (rather than xS) to denote
the incoming store into each iteration of the loop L. As mentioned in the introduction,
for simplicity of presentation we address pointers (to local variables) in this section,
but not heap objects. Our technical report [11] discusses the full approach, including
handling of heap accesses.

Procedure RewriteLoop. Procedure RewriteLoop, described in Fig. 5, is the pro-
cedure that performs the fix-point analysis. This procedure needs to be triggered
whenever, during term rewriting, a subterm of the form r = ‘p� (L@ aexp in)!’ is
encountered, where p is a boolean expression, L is the store-structure representing an
outermost loop, and aexp in is an address-expression. (Address-lookup terms inside
loops that refer to inner loops are taken care of explicitly within this procedure, via
recursive calls, as in line 11 in the pseudo-code.)

This procedure requires four parameters: L, lin , lout , and aexp in. lout is an over-
approximation of the states that L needs to terminate in order for p to hold. The
pair (lout , aexp in) essentially constitutes the (abstract) slicing criterion given to the
procedure. The abstract state lin is nothing but lF introduced in Section 3.1 if we treat
the body of L as F . RewriteLoop computes and returns a slice L′ of L for the value in
address aexp in, under the constraint that the states that arise at the initial point of the
body of L are contained within γ(lin) and control leaves L in a state that’s in γ(lout).
The original term r mentioned above can then be rewritten as ‘p� (L′@ aexp in)!’.

Procedure RewriteLoop also returns a set of pairs of the form (l, aexp). The se-
mantics of such a pair is that the address ‘aexp’ may have an upwards exposed use in
L′ whenever the incoming state into an iteration of L′ is in the concretization of γ(l).
These pairs can be used to slice the part of the program that precedes loop L (this will
be discussed in more detail later in this section).

We now provide some intuition on how the parameters lin and lout can be computed;
the details have been elided due to lack of space. If S is the scope that contains the loop
L, and lS is the initial abstract state at the entry to S, lin can be computed from lS via
a standard forward abstract interpretation of S. Regarding lout , the idea is to identify
the atomic predicates in p that are implied by p and that refer to values computed in



Algorithm RewriteLoop

Input: L: a loop-structure. lin , lout ∈ Abs. aexp in: an address expression.
Output: L′: a sliced loop. uses: set of pairs of the form (l, aexp), with l ∈ Abs and aexp being an

address expression.
1: inSlice = ∅; worklist = {(lin , aexp in)}; allCrit = worklist
2: while worklist is not empty do
3: (l, aexp) = worklist.remove()
4: t = (((s(L) |= l) ∧ b(L) ∧ (xL |= lin)) � (s(L) @ aexp)!)
5: tinit = t
6: repeat
7: Apply rewrite rules (base PIM rules + our rule for conditions) on t. We now call the thus

rewritten term as t.
8: for all subterms r of the form ‘p� (L1 @ aexp1)!’ in t such that the ‘@’ operator in r is

unmarked do {L1 is an inner loop inside L, and ‘(L1 @ aexp1)! ’ is a store-lookup subterm
in L.}

9: Let l1,out ∈ Abs be an abstract state such that if execution of L1 terminates in a state
that is not in γ(l1,out ) then p will not hold.

10: Let l1,in ∈ Abs be an abstract state that over-approximates the set of states possible
at the entry of s(L1) given that lin over-approximates the possible states at the entry
of s(L).

11: (L′
1, u) = RewriteLoop(L1, l1,in , l1,out , aexp1)

12: Let every subterm in L′
1 depend on the corresponding subterm in L1

13: for all (l1, aexp2) in u do
14: Create a store-cell { 7→ [(inStore(L1) |= l1)� (inStore(L1) @ aexp2)!]}
15: end for
16: Let S be the concatenation of all store cells created above followed by L′

1
17: Rewrite t such that the first argument (i.e., the store) of the ‘@’ operator in r becomes

S (instead of L1). Also, mark this ‘@’ operator. Call the newly obtained term t.
18: end for
19: until (each ‘@’ operator in t is either marked or is a lookup on xL) AND (no more simplifi-

cation desired)
20: Using the dependences from the term t to tinit , add all subterms of tinit that are depended

upon by subterms of t to inSlice.
21: for all subterms of the form (p� (xL @ aexp1)! in t do
22: Let l1 ∈ Abs be an abstract state such that if xL takes on a state that is not in γ(l1) then

p will not hold.
23: Let l2 = t {l | (l, aexp1) ∈ allCrit}
24: if (l1 t l2, aexp1) 6∈ allCrit
25: Add (l1 t l2, aexp1) to worklist and to allCrit
26: end if
27: end for
28: end while
29: Let L′ be L minus its subterms that are not in inSlice
30: return (L′, allCrit)

Fig. 5. Procedure for rewriting a loop

L, and then to lift the conjunction of these predicates to the abstract domain Abs. For
instance, if we let L be the loop in Fig. 6(a) (which is the same as the loop in Fig. 1(a)),
p be ‘((L@ a(x))! = 100)’, and use the lattice {⊥,=100,≤100,≥100, 6=100,>} (which
was introduced in Section 1.2, and captures the value of variable x alone) , then lout
could be ‘=100’ (or, less desirably, ≥100, or even >).

A very high-level summary of procedure RewriteLoop is as follows: The procedure
works iteratively. Each iteration of the outermost loop (beginning in line 2 of the
pseudo-code) processes a criterion, with the criterion (lout , aexp in) that was initially
passed to the procedure being processed in the first iteration. Processing a criterion
consists of rewriting the loop’s body using this criterion (line 7 in the pseudo-code).
Then, all subterms in the original loop body on which the rewritten term transitively
depends are included in the slice (line 20). Then, upwards-exposed uses in the rewritten
term are identified, and added to the ‘worklist’ as criteria to be processed in subsequent



1 : while(x > n){
2 : if(x < 50)

7 : }

5 : y = y + 1

6 : x = x− 1

3 : y = y + 2

(a)

4 : if(x > 150)

(((S0 @ a(x)) ◦ (L@ a(x)))! = 100)�
(M1)

(M2)
((S0 @ a(y)) ◦ (L@ a(y)))!

(h)

(((S0 ◦ L) @ a(x))! = 100)�
((S0 ◦ L) @ a(y))!
↓ (g)◦

�

!S3 |= (≥100)

(xL @ a(x))

S3 |= (≥100) � (S3 @ a(x))!

((xL @ a(x))!− 1)

↓ (e)

2Iteration
(f)

1

1

◦

◦ {a(y) 7→ [((xL @ a(x))! < 50)�
(xL @ y)! + 2]}S1

{a(y) 7→ [((S1 @ a(x))! > 150)�
(S1 @ y)! + 1]}

xL

S3

S2

{a(x) 7→ [(S2 @ x)!− 1]}

(b)
2

1

◦
◦

�

!S3 |= (=100)

1Iteration
(d)

(xL @ a(y))

((xL @ a(y))! + 1)

(c)↓
S3 |= (=100) � (S3 @ a(y))!

((xL @ a(x))! > 150)�

◦

◦

◦

M ′
2 :

{ 7→ [. . . a(x) . . .]}

(S0 @ a(y))!]}

(i)

(•@ a(y))!

{ 7→ [(S0 |= (≥100)�

RewriteLoop(L,>,

{ 7→ [. . . a(n) . . .]}

(=100), a(y))

Fig. 6. Illustration of slicing of a loop

iterations (lines 20-27). We use joins (line 23–25 in the pseudo-code) to ensure that
we generate a finite number of criteria corresponding to each address; since there are
a finite number of addresses possible (under our current assumption that there are no
heap objects), this ensures termination of the procedure.

Note the loop in lines 8-18 in the pseudo-code. This loop is entered if within the
loop’s body there exist nested loops. In this case each occurrence of a nested loop is
sliced using a recursive invocation of the procedure RewriteLoop.

We discuss in the rest of this section some of the detailed aspects of the usage of
procedure RewriteLoop, as well as its internal functioning, using illustrations.

Invocation of procedure RewriteLoop. Let us consider the example program
in Fig. 1(a). The body of the loop L in this example is shown Fig. 6(b) as a PIM store
structure. The subterm shown in Fig. 6(g) arises during the slicing of this program
using variable z as the criterion; here, let S0 be the store structure corresponding to
the fragment of the program that precedes the loop. This subterm rewrites to the term
shown in Fig. 6(h) (using rule S4).

Consider the address-lookup sub-term labeled M2. Since this is a lookup on a store-
structure corresponding to a loop, RewriteLoop gets invoked, with the following four
arguments: L, >, (=100), a(y). We have assumed here that lin is >. The parameter lout
is set to‘(=100)’, as this is the abstraction of the condition ‘(L@ a(x))! = 100’ under
which the lookup occurs. Fig. 6(i) shows the rewritten form of the lookup M2. Note
that L has been replaced with the sliced loop, which we denote as ‘RewriteLoop(L, >,
(=100), a(y))’.

Note in Fig. 6(i) that three new store-cells have been created and prepended in
front of the reference to the sliced loop. Basically, for each address ‘aexp2’ that is
used in the sliced loop before being defined under abstract condition l1 (recall that
these pairs of address expressions and abstract conditions are a return value from the
call to RewriteLoop), we generate such a store-cell, to look up address ‘aexp2’ from



the incoming store into the loop (S0, in this case), under the same condition l1. The
store-cell assigns the looked up value to a dummy location (denoted by ‘ ’). For
instance, ‘{ 7→ [(S0 |= (≥100)) � (S0 @ a(y))!]}’, indicates that the loop L looks up
the value of y from the incoming store S0 under the condition ‘x ≥ 100’ on this store.
Our motivation behind creating these store cells is basically to obtain a slice of the
program fragment that precedes the loop using the upwards-exposed addresses inside
the loop as criteria. In order to ensure that this slicing does happen, we need to ensure
during subsequent rewriting steps that the dummy store cells created above are never
rewritten away (in spite of the fact that no statements make use of the values that
they write to).

(The address-lookup term M1 in Fig. 6(h) needs to be rewritten, too, just like the
term M2 was; due to lack of space we omit this from the figure.)

We include an optimization in the algorithm, namely marking. Each instance of an
‘@’ operator (i.e., the lookup operator) whose first operand is a loop has ‘mark’ bit.
By default every lookup operator is unmarked when it gets introduced. Whenever we
slice the loop referred to by such an operator, we mark the operator so that we will
not attempt again to slice the loop referred to by it.

The steps discussed above regarding invoking procedure RewriteLoop at each address-
lookup subterm that refers to a loop, and rewriting this address lookup subterm using
the return value from this procedure, need to be done recursively inside procedure
RewriteLoop, too, whenever address-lookups on nested loops are encountered. There-
fore, our description of these steps in lines 8-18 in the pseudo-code of the procedure is
also applicable in the scenario where RewriteLoop is invoked at the outermost level.

Iterative analysis in RewriteLoop. We now illustrate the iterative fix-point anal-
ysis performed by procedure RewriteLoop. Consider the invocation to this procedure
mentioned above with arguments L, >, (=100), a(y), where L is the store-structure
corresponding to the loop in Fig. 6(a). In the first iteration, following line 3 in the
pseudo-code, we pull out the “root” criterion, namely, ‘((=100), a(y))’, from the work-
list. Let’s call this Criterion 0. Following line 4 in the pseudo-code, we construct the
term (S3 |= (=100))� (S3 @ a(y))!’ to represent the desired slice, as shown in Fig. 6(c).
Note that S3 is the store structure representing the body of the loop. (We ought to have
also included the predicates ‘(xL @ a(x))! > (xL @ a(n))!’ and ‘xL |= >’ in the guard of
the above term; however, these predicates turn out to be not useful in this example,
and we elide them for brevity.) Following line 7 in the pseudo-code, we simplify this
term, yielding the rewritten term shown in Fig. 6(d). Since there are no nested loops
in this example, lines 8–18 in the pseudo-code, which are used to simplify inner loops,
are not executed.

Note the termination condition for the rewriting, in line 19 of the pseudo-code.
The condition says that all address lookups in the rewritten term ought to be to the
initial store xL. This property can always be achieved by applying the PIM rule S4
(see Section 2.2) repeatedly in line 7 of the pseudo-code; this property makes it easier
for us to generate criteria for subsequent iterations (more on this below). Note that the
rewritten term in Fig. 6(d) satisfies this property. The second part of the termination
condition (i.e., “no more simplification desired”) devolves the decision on whether to
keep rewriting until a normal form is reached, or whether to stop the rewriting earlier,
to a rewriting strategy. Such rewrite strategies are not a focus of this paper.

We now revert to our illustration using the example. Following line 20 in the pseudo-
code, we trace back dependences from the rewritten term in Fig. 6(d) to the original



term in Fig. 6(b). The subterms in Fig. 6(b) that are not depended upon by the
rewritten term are the ones that correspond to lines 3 and 6 in Fig. 6(a). Therefore, we
add every other subterm in Fig. 6(b) to the set ‘inSlice’, which basically represents the
subterms of the loop body that are to be included in the slice (we add subterms to this
same set in all the iterations). The numbers within circles adjacent to each subterm in
Fig. 6(b) indicate the iteration(s) in which that subterm was identified as belonging to
the slice. (Recall that the current iteration is Iteration 1.)

The final step in the current iteration (which is the loop in lines 21-27 in the
pseudo-code) is to generate criteria for subsequent iterations. We do this by identifying
address-lookups in the rewritten term in Fig. 6(d) to the store xL; these are basically
the addresses with upwards-exposed uses in the body of the loop. For instance, the
lookup ‘(xL @ a(y))!’ occurs two times. Consider the occurrence in the right child of
the ‘◦’ operator, which is under the condition ‘(S3 |= (=100)) ∧ ((xL @ a(x))! > 150)’.
The abstract state that xL needs to be described by in order for this condition to
hold, as computed in line 22 in the pseudo-code, is ‘(≥100)’. Therefore, we add the
criterion ‘((≥100), a(y))’, which we call Criterion (1), to ‘worklist’ and to ‘allCrit’.
The other occurrence of ‘xL @ a(y)’ in the rewritten term, which is under the condition
‘(S3 |= (=100))’, causes the exact same criterion to be generated. Finally, the lookup
‘(xL @ a(x))!’ under the condition ‘(S3 |= (=100))’ causes Criterion (2) – ‘((≥100),
a(x))’ – to be generated. With this, Iteration 1 is over.

It turns out that the processing of Criterion 1 mentioned above has the exact same
effect as the processing of Criterion 0; therefore, for brevity, we ignore the iteration
that’s used to process this criterion. We now process Criterion 2 in Iteration 2. This
causes the term shown in Fig. 6(e) to be created, which gets eventually rewritten to
the term shown Fig. 6(f). This rewritten term depends transitively on the subterm in
Fig. 6(b) that corresponds to line 6 in the source; therefore, this subterm gets pulled
into the slice. No new criteria get generated from the rewritten term, and so the outer
loop of the algorithm terminates. The final slice is nothing but the original program
minus the subterm corresponding to line 3 in the source; this subterm is not present
in the set ‘inSlice’ because neither of the two rewritten terms produced in the two
iterations depends on it.

Our contributions over the base PIM approach. PIM’s naive strategy to
slice loops is called pure dynamic slicing. As discussed in Section 2.4, the idea here is to
unroll loops as part of rewriting. Although this strategy is precise, it does not terminate
on many realistic examples, such as the one in Fig. 1(a). PIM also includes three other
approaches for slicing loops, which are guaranteed to terminate, but which are not path
sensitive, and are hence not as precise as our approach. We omit the details of these
approaches due to lack of space. When applied on the program in Fig. 1(a) with the
value of variable z as the criterion all these approaches return the entire loop as the slice.
Furthermore, none of these approaches handle loops that manipulate pointers. Our
approach generalizes and subsumes two of these three approaches; the third approach,
namely, “invariance sensitive slicing” can, in general, be used in conjunction with our
approach (e.g., as a pre-pass).

4 Slicing loops in heap manipulating programs

Precise slicing of programs that manipulate heap data structures is challenging. Con-
sider the code fragment shown in Fig. 7(a). Assume that the code that precedes the



x and y point to
disjoint acyclic lists
1: while (x.d != k) {
2: t = y;
3: y = x;
4: x = x.next;
5: y.next = t;
6: }

x

x.next

2: t = y;
3: y = x;
4: x = x.next; •
5: y.next = t;

x

Iteration 1

x.next.next

2: t = y;
3: y = x;
4: x = x.next; •
5: y.next = t;

(x.next

Iteration 2

x.next.∗

2: t = y;
3: y = x;
4: x = x.next; •
5: y.next = t;

x.next.∗

Iteration 3

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 7. Slicing a linked-list traversal program

while loop is such that x and y point to disjoint, acyclic, singly-linked lists. The loop’s
functionality is to remove elements from a prefix of the list originally pointed to by
x and prepend them to the list originally pointed to by y. Say we are interested in
the functionality in the loop that removes the elements from the x-list, but not in the
code that prepends the removed elements to the y-list. The criterion to express this is
the value of variable x at the point after the loop; a precise slice, in this case, is one
that contains Line 4 only inside the loop. In particular, Line 5 need not be in the slice.
This is because, given that the lists were originally acyclic, x.next at the point before
Line 5 cannot point to the same element as x itself.

Our model of heap is that it is a collection of cells, each cell having one or more
fields, fields being scalars or pointers. We allow copying of pointer values, adding the
(constant) offset of a declared field to the value of a (base) pointer to yield another
pointer, and dereferencing of pointers. However, we do not address arbitrary pointer
arithmetic, nor arrays. We handle malloc’s in the typical way, by treating each malloc
site as returning the (fixed) address of a temporary variable associated with that site.

In the rest of this section we informally introduce the extensions that are required
over the base approach described in Section 3 to address heap manipulating programs.
A detailed description is available in our associated technical report [11].

Access paths. Slicing criteria are no longer necessarily just addresses of variables.
In general, they might need to be access paths. For Iteration 1 in the example in Fig. 7,
the given criterion is the simple address a(x). As shown in Fig. 7(b), in this iteration
line 4 gets included into the slice. The new criterion (address) that we would get at
end of this iteration would be ‘(xL @ a(x))! + next’, with ‘next’ denoting the constant
offset associated with the field of the same name (for simplicity, we show this criterion
simply as x.next at the top of Fig. 7(b)). This criterion is not a simple address, but
an access path. Similarly, at the end of Iteration 2 the criterion generated would be
‘(xL @ ((xL @ a(x))! + next))! + next’, and so on.

For convenience of notation, we denote the first of the two access paths shown
above as ‘([xL] x) + next’, the second one as ‘([xL] x.next) + next’, and so on. In the
figure, we use an even more cryptic notation, e.g., x.next, x.next.next, wherein the
store-structure being referred to follows implicitly from the point where the access-path
is shown.

Compressed access paths. As can be observed with the example above, access
path lengths can grow unboundedly. We need a technique to limit their lengths, and



hence guarantee termination, while still ensuring soundness (i.e., not missing any re-
quired statements from slices), and good precision in typical situations. Therefore, we
introduce the notion of a compressed access path in our term language. We denote
compressed access paths using the notation ‘([xL] v.f.∗)’. Intuitively, the semantics of
this compressed access path is that it represents an (infinite) family of (normal) access
paths obtained by appending zero or more fields at its end (in place of the ‘∗’); e.g.,
‘([xL] v) + f’, and ‘([xL] v.f) + g’.

We use compressed access paths to ensure termination of the iterative analysis of
loops. We fix a threshold k on the length (i.e.. number of fields in) access paths; this
threshold is a parameter to the analysis. Whenever a (normal) access path grows to
a length beyond k we compress it, by dropping its last field and adding a ‘∗’ instead.
For e.g., in Fig. 7, Iteration 2 generates the criterion ‘([xL] x.next) + next’. Assuming
k = 1, we would compress this access path, yielding ‘([xL] x.next.∗)’, which is used
as the criterion in Iteration 3.

Compressed access paths need to be handled specially in Rule S4 (see Section 2.2),
where address-expressions need to be compared. The intuition behind our modified
rule is that (a) a compressed access path cannot be treated as being definitely equal to
any other address expression, and (b) conservative techniques can be used to determine
that an access path is not equal to a given other address expression.

One way to simplify address equality comparisons to false is to use PIM’s concrete
reasoning. For e.g., a(v), where v is a program variable, cannot be equal to ‘a + f’
for any address-expression a and field f. That is, intuitively, an address-expression
that involves the traversal of one or more fields can never evaluate to the address
of a variable. Additionally, by plugging in an abstract-interpretation such as shape
analysis [13] into our analysis, one can safely reduce address equality comparisons to
false in more cases than is possible with only the base PIM rules. For e.g., consider
Iteration 2 in Fig. 7, with criterion ‘([xL] x) + next’. The PIM rules, even using
unrolling, will not be able to prove that the address assigned to in line 5 is never equal
to the address ‘([xL] x) + next’. However, given that x and y point to disjoint acyclic
lists at the point before the loop, using shape analysis we will be able to prove that
line 5 is not relevant to the criterion. The same inference can be made in Iteration 3
also; i.e., x.next.∗ and y.next can be determined to be definitely non-aliased.

5 Related work

A lot of research has been carried out on the topic of slicing of imperative programs,
e.g., as surveyed by Tip [15] and by Xu et al. [17]. Most of these approaches are not
about computing constrained slices, are not path-sensitive, are not parameterizable
by a user-provided abstract lattice, and do not address heap-manipulating programs
specifically. The approach of Snelting et al. [14] is an exception, in being mildly path-
sensitive.

Various researchers [2, 8, 10] have proposed various notions of conditioned slicing,
whose problem statement is very similar to that of PIM’s constrained slicing. These
approaches are primarily based on symbolic execution. There are two issues with these
approaches. (a) Symbolic execution does not produce as precise slices as term-rewriting
even on loop-free fragments3. (b) More importantly, these approaches do not treat

3 We omit the details in the interest of space. The example in Fig. 8 in the PIM
paper [5], with the value of x as the criterion, illustrates this.



loops precisely. For e.g., they coalesce all paths that cycle through loops by broadening
the path constraints of these paths, due to which examples like the one in Fig. 1(a)
and Fig. 4(a) cannot be handled precisely. Our approach does not have this problem,
because we keep even cyclic paths distinct using abstract conditions.

Our approach is related to the predicate-abstraction approach of Hong et al. [9].
This approach takes a finite partitioning of the state-space of the program as an input,
in the form of a set of predicates. It then performs slicing on the “exploded” control-flow
graph of the program, whose nodes basically are the partitions. Note that they support
only domains of predicates for this partitioning, and not arbitrary abstract lattices.
More importantly, the precision of their approach is tightly linked to the predicate
abstraction chosen; whereas, we interleave fully-precise slicing based on concrete term-
rewriting in loop-free fragments (even inside loop bodies), and resort to abstraction only
when transferring a criterion across a loop boundary or across loop iterations. Consider,
for e.g., the program in Fig. 1(a). Their approach is able to compute a precise slice
here if given the abstract lattice that we used, namely, {⊥,=100,≤100,≥100, 6=100,>},
as a partitioning (recall that this lattice tracks only the value of x). However, say the
statement “x--” in line 6 was replaced with the fragment:

y = m + n; x = x - y; if (m < 0) x = x + m; if (n < 0) x = x + n;

This fragment does not increase the value of x. Therefore, line 5 in the program
still need not be included in the slice. However, their approach will not determine this
unless given a much richer set of predicates (e.g., one that track various relationships
between the different variables). In general it may be difficult or impractical to devise
and use such sets of predicates that give sufficient precision. Term rewriting handles
loop-free fragments precisely without the need for any user-input or parameterization.

Amorphous slicing [7] and assertion-based slicing [1] use precise forms of reasoning
to compute semantic slices. While PIM also performs semantic reasoning (via term-
rewriting), it has the additional ability to translate back a semantic slice into a syntactic
slice via dependence-tracking. The two approaches mentioned above do not use user-
provided abstract lattices to address loops.

To summarize, there are two key contributions of ours over all the approaches
mentioned so far in this section: (1) We interleave abstract and concrete reasoning in
a seamless way, by building on term rewriting. (2) We address slicing of programs that
use pointers, and that manipulate heap structures.

Abstract slicing [18], which is itself based on abstract non-interference [6], is a
variant of slicing in which one wishes to obtain a slice of a program that does not
necessarily preserve concrete values of variables in the criterion, but certain observable
properties of these variables, based on a given abstraction. Statements that modify
the concrete value of a criterion variable, but not its observable property, need not be
retained in the slice. Our problem is standard syntactic slicing, which is quite different
from their problem. Note that while abstraction is part of the problem definition itself
for them, for us it only a means to an end. This said, there is some high-level similarity
between our approach and theirs: they propagate abstract states backward, while we
propagate back address-expressions guarded by abstract states. They address heap-
manipulating programs, like we do. However, our transformation framework is entirely
different from theirs, in that we integrate term rewriting and abstract interpretation.
Theirs is a pure abstract interpretation approach (on control-flow graphs), and does
not address fully-precise analysis on loop-free fragments.

There is an interesting conceptual connection between our approach and the abstract-
interpretation-based approaches for partial evaluation of functional programs [3] and
logic programs [12]. These approaches target languages whose semantics is defined us-



ing term rewriting; they specialize programs wrt given abstract criteria using term
rewriting, and use abstract interpretation to ensure termination. They do not target
slicing, which needs backwards propagation as well as dependence-tracking, nor do they
target heap-manipulating programs.
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